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An operand X of a monoid S is called saturated if every generalized orbit in X 
is contained in a union of others. Every operand has a natural decomposition 
as a union of an operand admitting an irredundant cover by maximal generalized 
orbits and of a saturated operand. There is a descending chain of suboperands 
of an operand which leads to the definition of the saturation length of an 
operand. S has no saturated operands if and only if S satisfies the ascending 
chain condition on orbits. 
Let S be a monoid and let X be a left S-operand. The identity of S will 
always act as the identity on X. An operand X will be called a locally cyclic 
operand or a generalized orbit if for every zc, y E X there exists z E X such that 
x, y E Sx. Call a generalized orbit proper if it is not itself an orbit. It is well 
known [I] that an arbitrary operand is the union of its orbits; hence it is also 
the union of its generalized orbits. Although in general there need not be 
maximal orbits, we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITIOPJ 0.1. If X is a left S-opwand and x E X, then N is contained 
in some maximal generalized orbit Atl C X. 
Proof. The set of generalized orbits containing x is nonempty, since S.r 
is in it, and the union of a chain (under inclusion) of generalized orbits is 
easily seen to be a generalized orbit also. Hence by Zorn’s lemma, this 
collection has a maximal element, the desired M. 
1. SATURATED OPERANDS AND COVERS 
If a left S-operand X can be written X = (J (il& : iEl) where each I%& 
is a maximal generalized orbit of X and where no Mi is contained in the 
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union of the others, then we say that X admits an irredundant cover by 
maximal generalized orbits. On the other hand, if X is such that every 
maximal generalized orbit of X is contained in a union of other maximal 
generalized orbits, then call X saturated. 
LEMMA. Suppose X is a left S-operand such that X = A u B for sub- 
operands A and B. 
(i) Every generalized orbit of X lies in either A or B. 
(ii) If A = S(X\B), then A is a union of maximalgeneralized orbits of X. 
Proof. (i) If MC X is a generalized orbit of X and M $ A, then there is 
a bEMn B with b$A. For every mcM there is X,EM such that 
m, b E Sx, . Since b $ A, xVfi $ A. Thus .r, E B for all m E M, and MC B. 
(ii) If a E A, then there is an x E X\B such that a E Sx. 
Let M be a maximal generalized orbit of X such that x E M. Thus a E n/r, 
and since M @ B, MC A by (i). H ence A is a union of maximal generalized 
orbits of X. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. If a left S-operand X can be covered by a$nite number of 
maximal generalized orbits, then this cozier is irredundant. 
Proof. It suffices to show that if M, Mr ,..., A& are maximal generalized 
orbits of X such that MC n/l, u ... u Mn , then A4 = iWi for some 
i = l,..., n. Let ill,’ = MZ u ... u Mn . Then Mr’ is a suboperand of X and 
M C M, u Mr’. By the lemma either MC Air, or M C n/r’. Either M = Mr 
by maximality, or we repeat the argument. In a finite number of steps we 
find that M = Mi for some i. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. (i) If X is a left S-operand, if X admits an irredwzdant 
cover by nzaximal generalized orbits, and if M is a member of such a cover, then 
M cannot be covered by a union of other maximal generalized orbits. 
(ii) If X is a saturated left S-operand, then X admits no irredundant 
cover by maximal generalixed orbits. 
Proof. (i) clearly implies (ii). 
To prove (i) let X = M U (U {iVj : j E J>) be an irredundant covering of 
X by maximal generalized orbits. Suppose that MC U (Mi : i EI) where 
each llf$ is a maximal generalized orbit distinct from M. Since U {Nj : j E _T} 
is a suboperand of X and since Mi C X = M u (U (Nj : j E J}) for all i E I, 
we conclude by the lemma that Mi C U {Nj : j E J} for all i EI. Hence 
n,fcypwf: iEI}CU{Ni :jcJ} contrary to the hypothesis that the given 
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cover of X is irredundant. Hence lli cannot be covered by a union of other 
maximal generalized orbits. 
COROLLARY 1.2.1. If a left S-operand admits an irredundant COZ’CY by 
maximal generalized orbits, then this cover is unique. 
Proof. Let S be a left S-operand, and let U = (x E X : ,t* is contained 
in a. unique maximal generalized orbit of X). Let M be a maximal generalized 
orbit of X. By Proposition 1.2, if M is a member of an irredundant cover of 
X, then M n U + a. Likewise if M n U # m , then M must be included 
in any cover of X. Thus M is a member of an irredundant cover of X if and 
only if M n U # ,0. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. d left S-operand X is saturated if and only if every 
x E X lies in two distinct maximal generalixed orbits. 
Proof. If X is saturated, and if lU is a maximal generalized orbit with 
x E ill, then MC U {Mi : i E I} where each A!fi is a maximal generalized 
orbit distinct from M. Thus x E Mi for some i and M f iI& . 
Conversely, let M be a maximal generalized orbit. Then for every x E M 
there is a maximal generalized orbit Al, # M with .Y E MZ. Hence 
wqjjnd,: x EM> is a covering of M by a union of other maximal 
generalized orbits. Thus X is saturated. 
COROLLARY 1.3.1. A left S-operand X is saturated if and only if for each 
x E X there exist y, z E X such that x E Sy n Sx alzd such that no orbit qf X 
coafains both y and Z. 
Proof. If the condition holds, then y and z are contained in distinct 
maximal generalized orbits, and x is contained in both. Thus X is saturated 
by Proposition 1.3. 
conversely, if for every y, z E X such that x E Sy n Sx there exists .w E X 
such that y, z G SW, then M = {Sy : y E X and x E Syj is a generalized 
orbit and is the unique maximal generalized orbit of X containing x. Hence X 
is not saturated. 
THEOREM 1.4. For eaery left S-opuand X exactly ooze of the foUowing 
is Wue. 
(i) X admits an iuedundant cozier by maximal generalized orbits. 
(ii) X is saturated. 
(iii) Neither (i) nor (ii) lzold and X = x’ v X” where X’ atld X” are 
suboperands such that X’ admits an irredundalzt cover by maximal genevaEked 
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orbits, x” is saturated, and X’ and X” are each generated by the complement 
of the othu. Furthermore, X’ and X” are uniquely determined by these properties. 
Proof. Let U = {x E X : x is contained in exactly one maximal generalized 
orbit of X}. By Proposition 1.3 X is saturated if and only if U = D . 
If U # U, we observe that if x E U and x E Sy for some y E X, then y E U. 
Thus if N is a maximal generalized orbit of X such that N n U f 8, we 
may take x EN n U and find for every n E N a yn EN n U such that 
X,nESyn; hence N = S(N n U). Let X’ = SU. Let {Nj : j E J} be the set 
of maximal generalized orbits of X such that Nj n U f a. Then for all 
jE J, N, ==S(N,n U)CX, and since UCU{Nj:jE J}, in fact 
x’ C u {Nj : j E J>. This cover is irredundant since, if j\ E J and if 
sENiOnU,then~$U(Nj:jOfjEJ}. 
If X = x’, then (i) is true. By Corollary 1.2.1 and the above, if X admits 
an irredundant cover by maximal generalized orbits, then X = x’. Hence 
X = X’ if and only if (i) holds. 
If x’ # X, set V = X\X’, and let X” = SV. Let N be a maximal 
generalized orbit of X such that x E N n V + O. For every n EN there 
exists yn E N such that x, n E SJ~.~ . Since x 6 X”, it must be that yn # X’. 
Thus yn E V so that N = S(N n V) C X”. Clearly N is also a maximal 
generalized orbit of X”, and in fact X” = u {N : N is a maximal generalized 
orbit of X and N n V # .D}. Since U n V = @, every element of V (and 
hence every element of X”) is contained in two distinct maximal generalized 
orbits of X and thus in two distinct maximal generalized orbits of X”. 
Therefore X” is saturated. 
Suppose now that X = Y’ u Y” where Y’ and Y” are suboperands of X 
such that Y’ admits an irredundant covering by maximal generalized orbits, 
I”’ is saturated, and Y’ and Y” are each generated by the complement of the 
other. Then by the lemma Y’ and Y” are unions of maximal generalized 
orbits of X and every generalized orbit of X lies in either Y’ of Y”. 
If x E Y”, then there exist maximal generalized orbits M and M’ of Y” 
such that x E M n M’ and M # M’. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that M is a maximal generalized orbit of X. Let M” be a maximal 
generalized orbit of X such that M’ C m. Then A4 f M”, since otherwise 
M = M’. Thus x 6 U, so that U n Y” = 0. But then UC Y’, which implies 
that x’ C E”. 
Let W = {y E Y’ : y is contained in a unique maximal generalized orbit 
of I”}. Since Y’ admits an irredundant cover by maximal generalized orbits 
of Y’, then Y’ = SK Let w E W. Then there is a w’ E X\Y” such that 
w E Szu’. Thus w’ E 15’. Now there is a maximal generalized orbit N of X 
such that w’ E NC Y’. If M is a maximal generalized orbit of X such that 
w’ E M, then either MC I” or MC Y”. But since zu’ $ Y”, it must be that 
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MC I”. But then since ,ZO’ E W, it must be that AI = AT. Thus wr E U, so 
that WC SU = x’. This gives Y’ C X’, which together with the above, 
gives Y’ = X’. 
Thex Y” == S(X\,E”) = S(X\X’) = X”. 
2. SATUR4TION LENGTH 
For a left S-operand X define a descending chain of suboperands indexed 
by the ordinals as follows. Set X0 = X. Having defined XE we set 
J&, = (MC X, : M is a maximal generalized orbit in XJ and let 
X ail = (*v E X : x E M n M’ where M, M’ E A#‘~ and M f M’j. If 01 is a 
limit ordinal, let X, = n {X, : /3 < a]. 
PROPOSITIOIC 2.1. If x=~y,T)x13~~'3x,~~~,+,3-~- is the 
descending chain dejined above, then for some ordinal a: this chain teminates in 
the sense that either X, = m OY X, = X,,, f G. In the latter case .X, is 
satmated. 
Proof. The existence of such an 01 follows from cardinality considerations, 
and in fact it must be that card(a) < card(X). If XE = X=+, f 0, then by 
Proposition 1.3 X, is saturated. 
DEFINITION. Call the least ordinal 01 such that X, = E or X- = 
x=+1 f QJ the saturation length of X. 
This descending chain of operands gives information about the way the 
maximal generalized orbits of X are joined together. 
THEOREM 2.2. If X is a left S-operand, if 01 is the saturation lerlgth of X, 
and if X = x’ v x” as in Theorem 1.4, then 
(i) & 3 x”; hence if X, = 0, then X admits arz iwedundant cover 
by maximal generalized orbits. 
(ii) X’ = S(X\,X,). 
(iii) It can happen that X” = a, but Xu + JZ . 
Proof. Recall from the proof of Theorem 1.4 that U = (x E X : .1c lies 
in exactly one maximal generalized orbit of X>, X’ = SU, V = X\+X’, and 
x’” = sv. 
Recall also that if MC X is a maximal generalized orbit such that 
Mn V # 0, then M = u{Sv:v~Mn V>CX” and x” = u(M: M 
is a maximal generalized orbit of X with M n I7 # ~1. 
&/30/183-31 
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(i) If X” = V = r~;, there is nothing to prove. If X” 3 1~~ f O, then 
we show that if A4 is a maximal generalized orbit of X such that M n V f o , 
then MC X, for all ordinals (J. This is trivially true for X,, = X. Suppose 
that it is true for all ordinals 7 < 0. If (T is a limit ordinal, then 
afcn{xT:T<pj=xg. If (T = T + 1, let A4 be a maximal generalized 
orbit of X such that M n V + 0. For every D E M n V there exists a 
maximal generalized orbit M, of X such that v EM n iVV and M f MU . 
Since T < (J, M, MW C X, for all v E M n Y, and being maximal generalized 
orbits of X, these are maximal generalized orbits of X, . Hence M n Y C 
X 7+1 = XU , which implies that M C X,,, . Therefore by induction M C X, 
for all ordinals (T for every maximal generalized orbit of X such that 
M n V + 0. Thus X” C X, for all U, so that, in particular, X” C X, . 
(ii) Observe that U = X,\X, C X\,U, so that x’ = SU C S(X\XJ. 
However, since X” C X, , one finds that X\X, C X\X” C X’, which gives 
the reverse inclusion. 
(iii) It suffices to show that X may admit an irredundant cover by 
maximal generalized orbits (so that X” = o ) and yet that X, f 0. This 
will be seen in the following example. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let the monoid be N = (0, 1, 2,...} under addition. 
Let X = {(x0 , x1 , xr ,...) : xi E Z for all i, xi 3 0 for i > 1, x’i = 0 for 
almost all i, and if .2=, f 0, then xk f 0 for 0 < li < PZ and X~ must be odd 
for 0 < R < ?z - 2). In words, X is the set of all finite sequences of integers, 
all except the first of which is nonnegative, such that a zero entry occurs 
before a nonzero entry only if it occurs in the 0th place and such that nonzero 
even integers can occur only in the last two nonzero places. We define the 
action of Non X by 1 . (x0 ,..., x,-r , x, , 0 ,...) = (x,, ,..., “~,~-r , s,, - 1, 0 ,...) 
where s.,, f 0. In general 
n . (x0 , Xl ,..., x, ) 0, 0 )...) 
( xg ,..., xp + ... + x,, - ?Z, 0 ,... 1 
k 3 1 such that xI;+r + - . . 2 ‘f there is a 2, < n < .xk + -‘- + x;, , 
(x0 + ... + x,, - 71, 0 ,...) if x1 + *.. + xi, < n. 
One easily checks that this makes X a left N-operand. 
Let 2 be the set of all sequences u = (x0 , x1 , xa ,...) of integers such 
that xi > 0 for all i 3 1, such that x, # 0 implies X~ + 0 for all 0 < k < n, 
and such that either this is an infinite sequence of odd integers or there is a 
last nonzero integer x, , x, = l,andx,isoddifO,(R<n-2.Foro~z 
as above, define M(U) as follows: 
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(i) if c = (x0 ,..., x, ,...) is an infinite sequence of odd integers, then 
M(a) = U{N . (x0 ) x1 ,..., x; ) 0 )...) : 72 = 0, 1, 2,...). 
(ii) if u has a last nonzero entry 2, = 1, then 
M(u) = N . (Ng ,..., x.n-l ) 0 )...) u {(x0 ,...) xndl ) k, 0 ]...) : k = 1, 2, 3,...). 
Then one can verify that (M(o) : 0 E Z) is the set of distinct maximal 
generalized orbits of X. This follows from the observation that 
(x0 ,... f sk , 0 ,...) and (3~s ,..., 3trrt , 0 ,...) with ?ck f 0, yPBE, # 0, and k .< 772 are 
in the same orbit only if xi = yi for i = O,..., k - 1, and then one is in the 
orbit generated by the other. 
Let y = (x0 ,..., pi”,.  1,O ,...) where r 3 0 and x, is even be considered 
either as an element of X or of 2. Then y E X lies in exactly one maximal 
generalized orbit, namely M(y), since if y E 1V . (y. ? . . . . y. , 0 ,... ), then 
p = r + I, and yi == xi for i := 0 ,..., I’. 
Now let /3 = (s,, ,..., Y.~, , 0 ,...) E X with ?c, f 0. If it = 0 or if 7z :r 0 
and x”,-r is odd, let 
@) = ! (% ,.-., x’n , l>O 1... > 
/(X n )..., x, + 1, 1, 0 ,...) 
if s, is even, 
if x,, is odd. 
If n > 0 and xa-r is even, set D(P) = (ss ,..., x,-r , 1,O ,... ). Then p E M(Q3)) 
for all /3 E X. Since each u(p), thought of as an element of X, lies in a unique 
maximal generalized orbit, namely Ill(+)), we find that X = U {A$ : (r E Z 
and 0 = C(B) for some /I E X} is an irredundant cover of X by maximal 
generalized orbits. This says that in this case X = X’ so that X” = Q. 
We find now that X1 is saturated (i.e., 01 = 1 here). First we see that 
( .Y,, ,..., x,+r , .2*, 0 ,...) E X with .rn f 0 lies in a unique maximal generalized 
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orbit if and only if q-i is even. Hence X1 = {(x0 ,..., x,-i , 2, , 0 ,...) E X : 
.1c, # 0 and x.,-i is odd}. If /3 = (q, ,..., xnW1 , x* , 0 ,...) EX~ with x, # 0, let 
M = M((+, ,..., x+i, I,0 ,... )) and M’ = M((q, ,..., x,-i, 2q, + 1, I,0 ,... )). 
Then M, M’ C X, so that these are maximal generalized orbits of X1 , 
/3 E A/l n M’, and M # M’ since (x0 ,..., x,,+~ , 2x, + 1, 1, 0 ,...) 4 ill and 
(x0 )...) x,-1 ) 2~, + 2, O,...) 4 M’. Hence by Proposition 1.3, X1 is saturated. 
The nature of X is seen from the part of it drawn in Fig. 1. 
3. ASCENDING CHAIN CONDITION 
One might hope that saturated operands were the exception rather than 
the rule; however we have the following. Say that S satisfies the ascending 
chain condition on left orbits if every left S-operand satisfies the ascending 
chain condition on orbits. 
THEOREM 3.1. The following are equivalent for a monoid S: 
(i) S has HO saturated left operands. 
(ii) S satis$es the ascend&g chain condition for left orbits. 
(iii) Every left generaked orbit ozver S is an oybit. 
(iv) Every left S-operand is an irredundant union of maximal orbits. 
Proof. (ii) trivially implies (iii). (iii) implies (iv) via Proposition 0.1, the 
irredundancy following since if an orbit is contained in the union of other 
orbits, it must be contained in one of them. (iv) implies (i) via Proposition 1.2 
(ii). 
It remains to show that (i) implies (ii). Suppose that S has a left operand X 
which is the union of a proper ascending chain of orbits, say, Sq, $ Sx, ,C 
Sx, & ... CX. Let T = {(tl , t, ,...) : t, = 0, 1 for i = 1, 2 ,... }. The set 
X x T becomes a left S-operand via the action s . (x, t) = (sx, t) for 
s E S, x E X, and t E T. Define a relation .w on X x T by (x, t) N (x’, t’) if 
and only if x = x’ and ti = ti’ for i = I,..., n where x E X, but x 6 X+, . 
(There is no condition on t and t’ if x = x’ E X0 .) The relation N is a 
congruence on the operand X x T. Let Y = (X x T)/- and denote the 
class of (.x, t) in Y by [q t]. To see that Y is a saturated left S-operand it 
suffices by Corollary 1.3.1 to show that for every [x, t] E Y there exist 
[A!, t’] and [x”, t”] in Y such that [it’, t] E S[x’, t’] n S[x”, t”] and such that 
[x’, t’] and [zJ’, t”] do not lie in a common oFbit of Y. If x G Sx, and XI @ Sx,-, 
and t = (tl , t, ,..., t, ,... ), then take x’ = X” = ~rzt1 , t’ = (tl ,...) t, ) 0 )... ), 
and t” = (tl ,..., t, , 1, 0 ,... ). Then 
[x’, t’] f [x”, ty and [x, t] E S[x’, t’] n S[L?, t”]. 
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Qbserve now that [x’, t’] E S[x”, t”‘] if and only if x’ E SC” and ti’ = $” for 
i = l,..., n -+ 1, so that tI+1 = 0. Likewise [A!‘, t”] E S[x”‘, t”l] implies that 
t;+l = 1. Hence [x’, t’] and [a?, t”] do not lie in a common orbit of E’, so 
that Y is saturated. This contradicts (i), and therefore proves that (i) implies 
(ii). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If S is a monoid satisfl&g the ascending chain condition 
on orbits, thew 110 orbit X of S contains a proper suborbit zuhich is isomorphic 
to x. 
Proof. If X = Szc for x E X and there is a u E X such that Su $ X and 
such that Su is isomorphic to X = Sx, then we may assume that the iso- 
morphism is given by the map sx w su for all s E S, picking a different 
generator for Su if necessary. Let {X, : n = 0, 1,2,...} be a collection of 
disjoint copies of X with x, , u, E X, the elements corresponding to x, u E X. 
Then the disjoint union u (X% : n = 0, 1, 2 ,... > is a left S-operand. We can 
define a congruence N on this operand by setting sx, y SU,+~ for all s E S 
and all n = 0, l,... . Then the operand Y = (U (X.n : n = 0, l,...))/- is 
the union of a proper ascending chain or orbits, but is not itself an orbit. If 
we let yn E I’ be the element of Y corresponding to x, , then one sees that 
SyO & S& $ Sy, & ..., that E’ = !J {Sy, : 71 = 0, I,...}, and that Y is not 
an orbit. Hence S does not satisfy the ascending chain condition on orbits, 
contrary to hypothesis. 
Remark. This construction is most easily illustrated by considering the 
natural action (translation) of the additive monoid N = {O, 1, 2,...1 on all 
the integers. 
COROLLARY 3.2.1. If S is a monoid satisfJ&g the ascending chain condition 
on orbits, then ez.lery cancellative homomwphic image of S is a group. 
Proof. If T is a cancellative homomorphic image of S, then for every 
z1 E T one has T is isomorphic to Tu as a left T-operand, and hence as a left 
S-operand. Since Tu C T = TI, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that 
Tzl = T. Thus every element of T has a left inverse, which makes T a group. 
If S is a monoid, cr a left congruence on S, and u ES, define a left con- 
gruence % by s uu t if and only if su o tu. Then for U, w E S, YS = “(“o). 
Let GZ, be the set of left congruences on S. If cr E %?s , let :V(G) = (u E S : 
%r = u>. Then N(u) is a submonoid of S, (T restricted to N(o) is a congruence, 
so that one can form the resulting quotient monoid denoted by N(o)/o. 
Define a relation < on %,, by 0 < 7 for 0,~ E +YO if there exists u E S such 
that (T = +~ This relation is reflexive and transitive. If we let w be the 
equivalence relation given on GF?~ by CF y T if and only if o < T and 7 < c, 
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if we set g = qOo/-, and if we denote the relation induced on V by < also 
by <, then (‘+7, <) is partially ordered by the reflexive, transitive, anti- 
symmetric relation < . 
THEOREM 3.3. 9 nzonoid S satis$es the ascelzding chain condition on 
orbits if and ofzly if 
(i) N(u)/o is a group for all u E %TO , and 
(ii) the partially olpdered set (%‘, <) satis$es the ascending chain condition. 
Proof. We first show that (i) is equivalent to the fact that no left S-orbit 
contains a proper suborbit isomorphic to itself. 
Let G E g0 and let u E N(o). Consider the cyclic left S-operand S/U and let 
[u] E S/u be the class of u. Since u = %, the map S/u = S[l] -j S[U] C S[l] 
given by [s] i--t [szl] is a well defined isomorphism of S-operands. If no S-orbit 
has a proper suborbit isomorphic to itself, then S[U] = S[l] so there is a 
a E S such that [I] = U[U] = [VU], i.e., such that VU (T 1. But now for s, t E S, 
s “‘a t if and only if w u tv, if and only if PU % tv since (T = %, if and only if 
szu G tau, if and only if s g szu 0 tvu (T t since 0 is a left congruence. Hence 
“(T = (T so that u E N(a), and thus every element of the monoid ,!!(a)/~ has 
a left inverse, which makes N(a)/u a group. 
On the other hand since every left S-orbit is isomorphic to one of the form 
S/u for some G E e0 [I], suppose there exists u E S such that S[U] is iso- 
morphic to S/u = S[l]. Again without loss of generality, replacing [u] by 
another generator of S[U] if necessary, we may assume that this isomorphism 
S[l] + S[zd] is given by [s] ++ [SU] for all s E S. Since this is an S-homo- 
morphism, s (T t implies that su (J tu, and since it is one-to-one, sz* 0 tu implies 
that s 0 t for s, t E S. This says G = Xc so that u E N(U). If N(u)/u is a group, 
there exists z: E iv(,) such that zu 0 1. Hence [l] = $u] E S[u], so that 
S[u] = S[l] = S/o, and S/G has no proper suborbit isomorphic to itself. 
We have shown that condition (i) is equivalent to the condition that no 
S-orbit contains a proper suborbit isomorphic to itself, and therefore, (i) is 
a necessary condition for S to satisfy the ascending chain condition on orbits. 
If (i) and (ii) hold, let X be a left S-operand such that X = (Sk, : 
n == 0, 1, 2 ,... } where Sx, C Sxl C S.Q C ... C X. For each n define a left 
congruence 0, on S by s o, t if and only if sx, = tx, . Then if u E S is such 
that zcxnmkl = x, , one finds that 0 n. = % n+l . Hence in %7,, , g’n < u,+~ for all 
n = 0, l,... . Now o.,., - “%+I if and only if there also exists z~ E S such that 
u n+l = Z’u, . But then (T,+~ = ‘UUu,+l so that ZIU E N(u%+~). By (i) there is a 
-70 E W*rz+d such that wvu (T,+~ 1. This says *r,+, = WUUCZL’,+~ = euax, so 
that Sx, = SX,+~ . In this way one finds that 0, - o,+~ in +ZO if and only if 
sx, = sx,,, ) so that in (U, <) cls(u,) # cls(~r,+~) if and only if 
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sxn #= ss,,, . Since by (ii) (g, <j satisfies the ascending chain condition, 
the chain cls(q,) < ... < cls(u,) < ~ls(a,+~) < ... must terminate. There- 
fore, so must the chain S’s, C ... C S’X~ C SX,+~ C ... . Thus S satisfies the 
ascending chain condition on orbits. 
Conversely, if S satisfies the ascending chain condition on orbits, then (i) 
holds. Suppose cls(o,) < .., ( cls(o,) < cls(~,,~) < .~. is an ascending 
chain in (?Z, <I. Then let u, E S such that (“ll)(unmkl) = U, , and denote a 
typical element of S/u, by [s].?~ for s E S. One can define a congruence w on 
the disjoint union U {S/un : n = 0, 1, 2 ,...) by [s]?? zz [su~].~+~ for all s E S 
and all n = 0, l,... . Let Y = (u (S/un : n = 0, l,... >)/a. Then letting ?rrL 
be the class of [lln in Y one finds 
Sv, C SJJ~ C ... C SJ, C ‘*’ U {SJJ, : n = 0, l> 2,...) = kr, and $1~~ e S/u, . 
Since S satisfies the ascending chain condition on orbits, this chain must 
terminate. Hence by the remarks in the last paragraph so must the chain in 
(97, <). Thus if S satisfies the ascending chain condition on orbits, (i) and (ii) 
must hold. 
Remark. If S is a monoid satisfying the descending chain condition on 
left orbits (i.e., every left S-operand satisfies the descending chain condition 
on orbits) then “ascending chain condition” may be replaced by “descending 
chain condition” throughout Theorem 3.3 and the corresponding result 
remains true. The proof is the same, once one observes that S satisfying the 
descending chain condition on left orbits also implies that no S-orbit contains 
a proper suborbit isomorphic to itself. 
One easily sees that the class of monoids satisfying the ascending chain 
condition on orbits includes all groups and all finite monoids. .A direct 
computation shows that it includes iv,,, = (0, 1, 2 ,... } with a . b = max(a, b). 
This example also shows that the ascending chain condition on orbits does 
not imply the descending chain condition on orbits. However, this class 
excludes the additive monoid N, and in fact all monoids having such nice 
cancellation properties as, say, having a cancellative left ideal which is not 
an Z-class or a cancellative homomorphic image which is not a group. If 
one lets Nmin = (0, 1, 2,...} u (13 w ere I is a two-sided identity and h 
otherwise a . b = min(n, b), and if one considers Nmin acting on N&l\i(l>r 
one sees that Nmin does not satisfy the ascending chain condition on orbits; 
hence not all torsion monoids satisfy the ascending condition on orbits. 
A direct computation shows that Nmfn satisfies the descending chain 
condition on orbits. Hence the two chain conditions are independent. 
If S is a monoid satisfying the ascending chain condition on orbits, then 
S need not be torsion (since all groups satisfy the ascending chain condition 
on orbits}; however, one can ask whether S must satisfy the following torsion 
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criterion: For every x E 5’ there exists a subgroup G C S and a positive 
integer k such that xk E G. 
ADDENDUM 
Pursuing a suggestion made by Professor K. H. Hofmann, the author 
has verified the fact that the results of the first two sections of this paper 
apply as they stand to any partially ordered, or even pre-ordered, set. One 
need only read “x < y” for “x E Sy” in the above, and one finds that the 
generalized orbits become dual filters and the maximal generalized orbits 
become dual ultrafilters. With this translation, the definitions, theorems, 
and proofs carry over completely to the more general situation. 
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